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Turkish fighter jets have fired at Syrian aircraft that came
too close to a border area in northern Syria while trying to
deliver medical aid to Aleppo, causing at least two of the
Syrian aircraft to crash, the Turkish Armed Forces said

Sunday. “Our early warning radar showed that one of the
Syrian aircraft was not following the rules,” it said in a

statement, adding that the Syrian aircraft was attempting to
deliver aid to the besieged Syrian city of Aleppo. It said the

jets fired from the Hakkari region into Syria. “The four
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Syrian aircraft crashed after suffering damage,” it said. Get
The Times of Israel's Daily Edition by email and never

miss our top stories Free Sign Up Turkey has previously
complained about the flight patterns of Syrian planes trying
to land in Turkey’s Hatay province. It was the first Turkish

air strike since a botched US-led mission to destroy the
Islamic State-linked Nusra Front left one serviceman dead

on Saturday. The death of the airman inside the US-led
coalition’s air base in Syria fueled tensions between Ankara
and Washington. The US-led coalition had told Turkey that
it would not shoot down Russian planes flying over Syria,
warning that an incident would escalate between the two
NATO allies, the Turkish opposition Nokta news channel

reported on Sunday. “We are not looking for any
confrontation. We are not looking for a fight with anybody
but we are not ready to have a fight with Russia either,” a
source within the coalition said, according to the report.

The coalition also warned Turkey it would “take all
necessary measures” against flights in Syria that were

aimed at “targeting moderate opposition in Syria.” The
development comes a day after Turkish warplanes killed
two Syrian soldiers, local sources told Reuters, after one

Turkish jet was shot down by Syria’s army on Saturday. It
was the first direct military confrontation between the two

countries since they teamed up against Syrian President
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Bashar Assad’s forces two years ago. The Turkish army
said later that its air force had shot down a Russian drone

after it entered Turkish airspace in Syria. “A Turkish army
jet on a mission was targeted by Syrian ground f678ea9f9e
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